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ABSTRACT

The energy loss from a tokamak plasma due to neutral hydrogen

radiation and recycling is of great importance for the energy balance at the

periphery. It is shown that the requirement for thermal equilibrium

implies a constraint on the maximum attainable edge density. The relation

to other density limits is discussed. The average plasma density is

shown tr. *?e a strong function of the refuelling deposition profile.



1. Introduction

At present plasma edge physics is emerging as a major domain of tokamak

physics research. The edge physics and scrape off parameters are mostly

determined by power flow across the plasma boundary and the intensity of

-3
recycling. While expected reactor power densities (0.5 W cm ) have been

surpassed in tokamaks for quite a long time» reactor relevant edge conditions
_2

with power fluxes larger than 300 W»cm and an extremely low impurity content

have not been reached.

The maximum average plasma density <n > attainable in tokamaks is limited
max

by the development of a disruptive instability. The status of the density

Ii;.iit is different from other limits such as 8 limits, q limits and r.o on,

b> >.ause the average plasma density is not a dimensionless parameter of the

discharge. The dimensional feature of this phenomena clearly indicates that the

density limit is not a purely plasma physics phenomena. It involves some other

fti-.fects such as dependencies of profiles n(r), T(r) on peripheral and wall

ciiects, macroscopic MHD perturbations and so on. This limit is quantified by

the Murakami formula [l] or Hugill diagram [2].

On the theoretical ride there are basically two schools of thought on this

phenomena. The first one explains the phenomena to be triggered by the onset

:A stochasticity cf one or some tearing modes and hence the destruction of

magnetic surfaces. However until recently no explanation has been given for

the reason of the density threshold for the onset of disruptions in these

The other school puts forward the hypothesis that the density limit is

an edge physics phenomena. In the present study we will accept the latter point

of view.



In early tokamaks strongly contaminated by low Z impurities, the cause of

the density limit has been clearly identified as the inward collapse of

the hot discharge core induced by overcooling of the plasma periphery by

impurity radiation [3,4]. Over a certain region of the discharge, the energy

loss arising due to impurity radiation, decreases with increasing temperature

I for a given impurity content. Therefore it leads to thermal instability

1
i if the plasma density exceeds a certain limit. This explanation was consistent

< with the increase of the density limit by removal of low Z contaminants by

; gettering or discharge cleaning. Recently, the same idea has been applied for

tearing modes using the classical electron-ion equilibration loss, which also

scales negatively with temperature, to get the density threshold feature into

. the tearing mode theory [5].

These theories suggested the beneficial effect of the increased power

input and encouraged the expectation that the density limit phenomena would

disappear when large amounts of additional heating were applied in clean

discharges. It is not observed experimentally though in clean discharges with

strong auxiliary heating the density limit occur at slightly higher values

of average density for almost the same plasma profiles [6]. These experimental

observations in relatively clean discharges with strong auxiliary heating power

encouraged the further search for other reasons to explain the phenomena of

the density limit. Two additional explanations might be found assuming that

the density limit is an edge phenomena and represents effectively the

restriction on the maximum attainable edge density.

The first possible reason might be the insufficiency of the power flow,

arriving from the discharge interior to the recycling zone,to support losses

caused by particle recycling and neutral hydrogen radiation. For example, in the

case of the fully developed plasma mantle, the energy flow, already significant^

; ly reduced by impurity radiation, might turn our. to be too small to provide

for losses required for recycling.



Here, it vill be shown that this requirement does imply a constraint on the.

maximum attainable edge density. The study of the latter limit will be the

subject of the present article. It will be also compared with other limits *•-. T

cases, when such comparison is feasible.

The main problem with these models is that the density limit ought tc be

affected (even raised -indefinitely) by a change in power balance for example

due to strong auxiliary heating. However, experimentally it seems to be

affected only insignificantly. Possibly in real experimental situations th<-

predicted theoretical values are not reached due to some other limitations

typical for tokamaks, such as contamination by impurities, operatior! cl:-r

q-limits and so on. This possibility, however, seercs to be quite unlikely.

The second explanation points to the requirement of ballooning etalI

at the plasma edge,as suggested by Lehnert [7]. This latter density limit „;

rather insensitive to the transport properties [P] and the power input in \.'.•-..

recycling zone, provided the latter is sufficiently larr;e.

2. Recycling model.

We consider the equilibrium conditions, so that all time derivatives at*

neglected. The analytic solution for the neutral density with inhomogeneous

temperature and density profiles has been obtained in [93. For the plasir.->

temperature inside the recycling zone T > 10 eV ( the atomic rates vary si.£-r; :'i-

cantly in this temperature range) it takes the form:

'i K-1,2,3 uk(l-6
2u£)

Kl-6)uk J

1 '2where V i s the influx of neutrals, v. «• (T./ro.) ' i s the
O 1 1 1



thermal velocity at the first wall, m. , u. are the surface coefficients and mean

velocities normalized to the thermal velocity of the injected, Franck-Cordon and

desorbed neutrals. The parameter 6 is the dimensionless penetration depth of

hydrogen neutrals given in .[9] by formula (16), and C is the spatial variable

corresponding to the optical thickness for the incoming neutrals.

In the equation (1) for the neutral density profile, the first term describes

the multiple charge exchange "fast" neutrals with an energy, approximately equal

to the plasma temperature. The second term gives the contribution of the primary

"cold" neutrals having a temperature determined by the injection energy.

The plasma density profile is governed by the particle balance:

i i- (rD » n n l + S - f- H(r-s) (2)
r ar n i T»

Here, n is the plasma density, f. is the ionization rate coefficient, H is

a Heavyside function, S is the plasma source in the discharge interior owing to

the neutral injection, pellet ab">ation or dilution by impurities. The term n/tw

is added to simulate a limiter or ivertor plate in the scrape-off layer.

Here, we assume that the effective width of the recycling zone a-61 is

shorter than the plasma radius a and much longer than the thickness of the

scrape-off layer a-s(se Fig.l). This approximation implies than in the equation

(2) the first term at the r.h.s. is dominant.

F is the radial flux density, taken positive, when directed outwards:

r " - D(n) ~ + VDn C)

The inward term will be neglected at the periphery owing to the steep
i i

density gradient there, but may be taken into account in deriving the relation

V. f • i iJftQti f- \\a n1 ti amn ,-.,'/> A



Further, we integrate equation (2) within the recycling zone, assuming that

the plasma particle flux across the magnetic field is strongly enhanced at the

discharge periphery, owing to local recycling:

k l-6

To simplify the treatment we assume in the present study that the plasma tem-

perature varies insignificantly inside the recycling area. This approximation

implies that the scrape-off layer constitutes only a very small fraction of the re-

cycling zone.Also,only a very small portion of the total energy influx is actually

converted to the limiter surface or into the divertor Chamber. However, this

treatment can be easily extended to the case of the constant temperature gradient

[9\, which is certainly a better approximation, particularly for the small size

tokamaks. In deriving eq. (4) we have used the assumption that the width of the

recycling zone is much shorter than the minor radius. Diffusion coefficient is

taken as Hx * D^n , where a • 1 for the case of the classical transport,

a • 0 for the Bohm-type scaling and a * -1 is used in Intor studies.

An alternative expression for the particle flux is obtained by multiplying

eq. (4) by plasma density n and integrating over the recycling zone:

1

f £ £
a+2 0 ° 1-6 uj

V. Vi

Here, B « ~ - ^ ^ was assumed to be weakly spatially dependent, and
i ch"W

Q • <ov>i +
 <av>cn-fcX is the totak topping power for hydrogen neutral».

Using Lehnert'8 impermeability criterion Q.0] (it implies that 6C » 1 in the

recycling zone) for tokamak plasma, we aet the expression for the asvnrototic value



(6)

The equation (6 ) gives the relation between the attainable edge density and the

enhanced plasma particle flux, required to provide for strong recycling.

2. Energy balance and the thermal equilibrium constraints in the recycling zone.

Assuming that the electron and ion species are in thermal equilibrium in

the recycling zone (T. - T = T) and the discharge is relatively clean so that

(n • n. E n ) , the total power balance is:

I d , .
rec

(7)

dTwhere the power flux p « 5rT-(X± + Xx.)n -r- , P. is an energy source, including

ohraic and different types of auxiliary heating, P,, is the energy loss to the limited

or divcrtor plates, P is the recycling loss, equal to

p —z T . nn (T-T ) - - *t.xai T + fr.e.nn + t e nn*rec 2 cn-ex n n 2 i n n ci i n e e n (8)

Here, T is the temperature of neutrals, which will be taken for slow

2
neutrals, as T • Tu , and for fast neutrals as T n f - T, fch_ex» $i' te

are rates for charge exchange, ionization and excitation, e^ and C 0 are

ionization and excitation potentials. The first term in equation (8) corresponds

to the energy loss, owing to the charge exchange processes, the second to the energy

gain due to the incoming neutrals, the third and forth describe the energy loss

due to neutral radiation.
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Rearranging the terms in the eq.(7)and substituting eqs. (2) and (8) into

it, we integrate eq.(7)over the recycling area, assuming the slab geometry due

to a-6'«a:

eeo 7
p - riei(1 + -ziH riT+

The right hand side of eq.( 9) is the energy input minus impurity radiation

losses in the inner core and losses, occuring in the limiter layer. The l.h.s.

of eq. ( 9) stands for the energy loss required to support recycling, and consists

of the radiative energy flux (the first term) and the power flow, needed to sustain

the plasma and neutral recycling, respectively.

From the equation (10) it can be seen that, in combination with equation (4),

it implicitly contains the limit or. the maximum attainable edge density for a given

net power flow. Namely, the ratio P/I\ should not get smaller than the parameter

£.(1 + f£ e /•j,e^)for any value of the average plasma temperature in the recycling

area. Using (2) we arrive at the fo lowing estimate for the maximum attainable

edge density, if the condition of a strong plasma recycling is satisfied.

A necessary condition to attain the thermal equilibrium is:

m

If the plasma edge density increases, above the critical value given by (10)» an

equilibrium with this value of P is no longer possible and the plasma radius

I decreases to enhance the value of P. So the recycling region vill propagate to the

' center of the discharge until the disruption occurs or the profile modification

triggers some limiting MHD processes. As it is seen from do) the maximum attainable



the edge. The dependence of the maximum attainable edge density, following from
t

I the requirement for thermal equilibrium on the power flow for different sets of

parameters» is shown on Fig.2.

In evaluating results given either by formula (11) or Fig.2, it should be re-

called that the power flow, invoked here, is the net energy influx wasted within the

recycling area.

On the other hand, if the edge density is much smaller than the value given by

(10), then the significant part of the power flow in the recycling zone is converted

by the neutral and plasma recycling (first and second terms at the r.h.s. of eq. (9))

thus implying a significant reduction of plasma temperature at the periphery for a

given load. This effect is beneficial due to the reduction at low

temperatures of the sputtering rates for all materials. From our estimates follows

that contributions owing to neutral and plasma recycling constitute the important

part of the power balance at the periphery and therefore should be properly included

in the energy transport calculations in tokamaks.

3. Relation between the average and the edge plasma density.

The edge density in combination with the refuelling flux,determines the

density profile in the inner core and the average plasma density. Here,as an example,

we derive this relation for the uniform diffusion coefficient 0. Considering

eqs. (2) and (3) and neglecting the first and the third terms in eq. (2), we get

2 *, ,2 r'
n - i exp - £-2 f exp ̂ L dr» j s(r")r"dr" (12)

At first, considering the unifonn particle source S(r) • S - constant and using

a-6f«n, we, gets
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S a 2 2
n(r)- - 2 — [2.03 exp - — • - 1] + n . (12)

2D 2a2 "*

Averaging eq. (13) over the plasma radius, we get for the average plasma

density:

- v2

<n?« -2L— [1.790(0.707) -1] + n , (13)
2D ed

where " is an error function. Taking a«46 cm, D*4*10 cm s and

14 -3 -1
S »5*10 cm s we get

<n>- 3-1013 + n . [cm"3] (14)
eo

On the other hand, if the refuelling source is peaked in the inner core, which

we model by assuming that S«S 6(r), we get the following estimate for the

same parameters, as in (14):

n - 8«1013 + nftd [cm"
3] (15)

This simple calculation illustrates the strong dependence of the average density

on the form of refuelling and demonstrate» that the relationship between the

average and edge density may be significantly altered by refuelling directly

into the core of the plasma. This may be a possible explanation for the

experimental success on Alcator in exceeding the density limit by injecting

large pellets till.
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Conclusions.

Ordering the above mentioned density limits and performing the calculations

of them for some reasonable values of plasma parameters, it seems that

the density limit caused.by impurity radiation»occurs for the lowest value

of the average density. As the purity of the plasma and the auxiliary heating

power increases,the density limit will be determined by the recycling conditions

(see eq. (10J. With a further increase of the power input the density limit

will be set up by the requirement of the ballooning stability at the edge

[7,8]. This value seems to be unattained in most of the present experiments.

However, it will probably constitute the ultimate limitation on the maximum

attainable average density.

In the present study we have described the anticipated origin of the

density limit phenomena for "pure" cases considering them as alternative

situation. In reality, of course, all these effects appear simultaneously. For

example,strong impurity radiation might appear together with strong

recycling. Nevertheless, the edge density limit will still tend to fall into

one of the above categories, being slightly over or underestimated depending

on the experimental situation.
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Figure Captions

Fifc.l. The plasma density as a function of the radius.

Fig.2. The maximum attainable edge density as a function of the power

outflow.
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